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Abstract 
Fountain, J. and G.M.S. Gomes, Left proper E-dense monoids, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 80 (1992) l-27. 
By a left proper E-dense monoid M we mean a left type-A proper and E-dense monoid. More 
precisely, we say that M is left type-A if it can be embedded in an inverse monoid A in such a 
way that the left congruence % * is respected. The monoid M is said to be E-dense if E(M) is a 
semilattice and, for all a E M, there exist x,y E M such that ax and ya are idempotents. On a 
left type-A monoid M we define a relation o by, for all a,b E M. a (T b if and only if ea = eb, for 
some idempotent e E M. The monoid M is called proper if 3 * n (T = L, the identity relation. 
In this paper, left proper E-dense monoids are characterised as: 
(I) monoids Z/G where % is a connected proper left type-A category and G is a group 
acting on % transitively and fixpoint freely; 
(II) McAlister monoids M(G, 3?, 9), where Z and 9 are defined in terms of a category V 
and a group G, as in (I); 
(III) submonoids M of a semidirect product .S = 2 * G, of a semilattice 2 by a group G, such 
that 3;~ sn,. 
Also, we prove that every left type-A E-dense monoid has a left proper E-dense cover. 
Introduction 
In this paper our interest is in a special class of E-monoids, that is, monoids 
with commuting idempotents. We draw together two strands in recent work both 
of which were inspired by the theory of inverse semigroups. On the one hand, 
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(left, right) type-A monoids and various generalisations have been the subject of 
a considerable amount of investigation in recent years. In [1.5] Pastijn introduced 
a left congruence 23 * on a semigroup S, as follows: for all a,b E S, 
a%*b ~3 [(Vs,tES’)sa=tae.sb=tb]. 
Green’s relation 3 is contained in %! * and %! coincides with 3 * when S is regular. 
A left type-A monoid S is an E-monoid in which each element a is 3 *-related to 
a (unique) idempotent a+ in S and such that 
(A) ae = (ae)+a , 
for each element a and each idempotent e of S. This is equivalent to saying that S 
can be embedded in an inverse semigroup S in such a way that the left congruence 
3 * is respected. Such monoids form a subclass of a wider class of monoids called 
fractal monoids by Hoehnke in [6] and called y-monoids of Type SL2 by 
Batbedat in [l]. In fact, this larger class is the variety of monoids with unary 
operation generated by the class of left type-A monoids (regarded as monoids 
with an additional unary operation given by a H a’). A two-sided generalisation 
of left type-A monoids is the subject of [7]. 
On the other hand, E-dense monoids have attracted much attention recently. A 
semigroup S is E-inversive if for every element a of S, there exists x in S such that 
ax,xa are idempotents. This concept was introduced by Thierrin [18] and studied 
by Petrich [16] and Mitsch [12]. Following [S] and [9], we say that an E-inversive 
E-monoid is an E-dense monoid. 
Inverse monoids are familiar examples of both E-dense and left type-A 
monoids and the theories of both the latter classes of monoids have been heavily 
influenced by the inverse theory. We recall that a semigroup S is E-unitary if, for 
elements a,e of S with e idempotent, if ae or ea is idempotent then so is a. A cover 
of a semigroup S is a semigroup P for which there is an idempotent separating 
surjective homomorphism from P onto S. In [lo] and [ll], McAlister showed that 
every inverse semigroup has an E-unitary cover and described the structure of 
E-unitary semigroups in terms of P-semigroups. These two results have been 
generalised in different ways to both left type-A and E-dense monoids. An 
inverse semigroup S is E-unitary if and only if % f’ (r = L, where (T is the minimum 
group congruence on S. This equivalence is not true in general and so leads to 
distinct generalisations of E-unitary inverse semigroups. For a left type-A monoid 
S, the minimum right cancellative congruence CT is given by, for all a,b E S, 
a u b R (3e E E(S))ea = eb 
(see [2]). We then say that a left proper monoid is a left type-A monoid which is 
proper, that is, in which C%! * n o = L. Left proper monoids are E-unitary, but, as 
shown in [2], there are E-unitary left type-A monoids which are not proper. The 
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dual of Theorem 3.3 in [Z] asserts that every left type-A monoid is the image of a 
proper left type-A monoid under an LB *-homomorphism. In fact, it is easy to 
prove that the chosen 3 *-homomorphism is idempotent-separating and so we can 
say that every left type-A monoid has a left proper cover. The dual of the other 
main result in [2], Theorem 4.3, describes left proper monoids in terms of 
‘McAlister monoids’, a generalisation of P-semigroups. Alternative proofs of 
these results were given in [14]. 
In [S] and [9], Margolis and Pin describe E-unitary E-dense monoids in terms of 
groups acting on certain categories. This theory is used in [5] to show that every 
E-dense monoid has an E-unitary E-dense cover. 
Our objective in this paper is to relate the results for left type-A monoids with 
those for E-dense monoids by considering E-dense left type-A monoids. 
We prove that a left proper E-dense monoid is isomorphic to a monoid Y/G 
and find a representation for V/G as a McAlister monoid M(G, %, 3). Then, we 
generalize O’Carroll’s results [13], for E-unitary inverse semigroups, to left 
proper E-dense monoids, proving that every left proper E-dense monoid can be 
embedded in a semidirect product of a semilattice by a group. Finally, we show 
that every E-dense left type-A monoid has a left proper E-dense cover. 
More precisely, this paper is organized in the following way. 
Section 1 is subdivided into five subsections. The results we recall in Subsection 
1.1 are essential for the understanding of the whole of this work. Subsections 
1.2-1.5 contain the necessary background for Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. 
Section 2 deals with the representation of a left proper E-dense monoid M as a 
monoid %/G, where % is a connected proper left type-A category and G is a 
group acting on % transitively and fixpoint freely. We prove that, u being the least 
group congruence on M, the monoid M is isomorphic’to the monoid s/G, where 
9 is the derived category of the canonical epimorphism 0 : M-H M/a, a - ao, and 
G= Mlcr. 
Section 3 is dedicated to the representation of the left proper E-dense monoid 
Y/G. On Mor %, we introduce an equivalence relation -, that coincides with the 
Green’s relation 9 when % is inverse, as follows: for all p,q E Mor %, 
p-q e (3aEMor%) such thatp’=a’, a+q+=a. 
Then, fixing an object u of Ce, we consider 
Z%? = Mor %I- and ?/ = {A E 2.f: A rl Mor(u, u) # 0} . 
We prove that %‘/G is isomorphic to the McAlister monoid M(G, 2, 91). 
Section 4 answers the question of whether or not every left proper E-dense 
monoid can be embedded in the semidirect product of a semilattice by a group. 
Given a category %’ and a group G under the above conditions, we consider the 
semilattice 8; of all $%z *-ideals, on Mor %‘, and prove that %/G is isomorphic to a 
subsemigroup of 8; * G. 
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Section 5 deals with the construction of a left proper E-dense cover of an 
E-dense left type-A monoid, which is given in terms of a connected proper left 
type-A category 5Y and a group G acting on X transitively and fixpoint freely. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. The monoid V/G 
We review the main results of Section 3 of [9]. Let % be a (small) category, with 
set of objects Obj % and set of morphisms Mor %. For u,u E Obj %?, the set of 
morphisms with domain [codomain] u is denoted by Mor(u, -) [Mor(-, u)] and 
the set of morphisms from u into u is denoted by Mor(u, u). We use additive 
notation for the composition of morphisms. 
The identity at an object u is denoted by 0,. A category % is said to be 
connected if Mor(u, u) # 0, for all u,u E Obj Ce, it is said to be idempotent and 
commutative if, for all u E Obj %Y, the monoid Mor(u, u) is a semilattice. 
Let G be a group with identity 1 and % be a category. We say that G acts on % 
(on the left) if there for are maps (g, u) ++gu from G x Obj % into Obj 55’ and 
(g, p)~gp from G x Mor(u, u) into Mor( gu, gu), for all objects u,u E %‘, such 
that the following identities are satisfied, where u,u,w E Obj %‘, p E Mor(u, u), 
q E Mor(u, w) and g,h E G: 
l g(p+a)=gp+gq, 
l ( gh)p = g(hp), 
l go,=o,,, 
l Ip=p. 
The action is transitive if, for all u,u E Obj %?, there exists g E G such that u = gu. 
The action is @point free if, for all u E Obj % and g E G\(l), gu f u. 
Let G be a group acting transitively and fixpoint freely on a category 55’. Let 
u E Obj (e and 
C, = {(p, g): g E G, P E Mor(u, gu)> 
Then the set C, is a monoid, under the operation defined by, for all (p, g), (9, h) 
in C,, 
(P, g)(q, h) = (P + gq> gh) 
Theorem 1.1 [9]. Let % be a connected, idempotent and commutative category and 
G a group acting on % transitively and fixpoint freely. Let u,u E Obj %. Then 
C, = C, and C, is an E-unitary E-dense monoid with E(C,) = Mor(u, u). Con- 
versely, every E-unitary E-dense monoid arises in this way. 0 
Notice that, in [9, 3.111, it is proved that C, is isomorphic to the monoid 
(category) g/G. In what follows, however, most of the time, we make use of the 
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monoid C, instead of the monoid C/G, but we refer the reader to [9] for the 
construction of the quotient category %‘lG. 
1.2. Left type-A monoids 
We summarise some results on left type-A monoids and on E-dense monoids. 
We denote by E(S) the set of idempotents of a semigroup S. 
Lemma 1.2 [4]. Let M be a left type-A monoid. Let a E M and e E E(S). The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) (a, e) E 22 *, 
(b) ea = a, and (Vx,y E S)xa = yajxe = ye. 0 
Lemma 1.3 [3, 1.61. Let M be a left type-A monoid and a,b E M. Then 
(ab)’ = (ab’)‘. 0 
Lemma 1.4 [2, 1.31. Let M be a left type-A monoid and define the relation u on M 
as follows: for a,b E S, 
a u b G (3e E E(M)) such that ea = eb . 
Then u is the least right cancellative congruence on M and E(M) is contained in a 
u-class, which is the identity element of the monoid M/u. 0 
Lemma 1.5 [9, 3.81. Let M be an E-dense monoid. Then u is the least group 
congruence on M and E(M) is contained in the identity of MIu, 0 
Lemma 1.6. Let M be a left type-A monoid. Then M is E-dense if and only if MIu 
is a group. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 1.5, it remains to show that if M/a is a group then M is 
E-dense. Let a E M. There exists c E M such that au.cu = cu.au is the identity of 
M/u which contains, by Lemma 1.4, the subset E(M). Let f E E(M). Then 
(ac)u = (ca)u = fu. H ence, there exist e,g E E(M) such that ecu = ef E E(M) 
and acg = fg E E(M). Therefore M is E-dense. q 
1.3. E-dense McAlister monoids 
Let T be a right cancellative monoid with identity 1. Let ZZ be a partially 
ordered set and ?V a subsemilattice of Z with greatest element F. Suppose that T 
acts (on the left) on ZZ’in such a way that 1A = A and if A 5 B then tA 5 tB for all 
A, B E 25 and t E T. Let Q = Q( T, 2, 9) be the subset of 9 X T consisting of all 
pairs (A, t) such that A 5 tF and A A tB E 9, for all B E 9. It follows, from the 
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dual results of the ones presented in Section 2 of [2], that we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1.7. If G is a group, then Q = Q(G, 2?, 94) is a left type-A monoid, 
under the operation 
(A, t)(B, u) = (A A tB, tu) . 
Moreover, for all (A, t),(B, u) E Q, 
l (A, t)’ = (A, I), 
l (A,t)92*(B,u)~A=BB, 
. (A, t)o(B, u)et= u. 
Also, 9=/Z(Q), G=Q/ u and Q is both proper and E-dense. 
Conversely, every proper E-dense left type-A monoid M is isomorphic to some 
monoid Q(G, 2, 9), where G= Mlo and %y= E(M). 0 
The monoid Q(G, %‘, 9) is a McAlister monoid. (For a more general definition 
of McAlister monoids, not necessarily E-dense, see [2].) 
1.4. Semidirect products 
Here we recall the definition and some basic results on the semidirect product 
of a semilattice by a group. 
Definition 1.8. Let 9 be a semilattice and G a group. We say that G acts (on the 
left) on 9 if we have a map G X 9 -+ 9, (g, a)Hga, such that, for all g,h E G 
and a,b E 91, 
(1) g(a A b) =ga A gb, 
(2) g(ha) = (gh)a, 
(3) la= a. 
If G acts on 9, then we can form the semidirect product of 9 by G, S = 9 * G, 
by defining an operation on 9 X G as follows: 
(a, g)(b, h) = (a A gb, $1. 
It is easy to check that the following proposition holds. 
Proposition 1.9 [13]. If S = 9 * G is the semidirect product of a semilattice 9 by a 
group G, then 
(a) E(S) = {(a, 1): a E 9} and E(S) = 921; 
(b) for all (a, g),(b, h) E S, 
(Cl) (a, g)-’ = (g-‘a, g-l), 
(CL) (a, g) 9%’ (b, h) e a = b, 
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(C3) (a, g) o- (b, h)eg = h; 
(c) S/u = G; 
(d) S is an E-unitary inverse semigroup. 0 
1.5. E-unitary E-dense covers 
We briefly recall the construction in [5] of an E-unitary E-dense cover of an 
E-dense monoid. 
Let M be an E-dense monoid, with identity U. Put E = E(M). Let 
N= {a: aEM\{u}} 
be a set disjoint from M and such that a * a is a bijection from M\{ u} onto N. 
Put X = N U (M\{ u}) and let X* be the free monoid on X, whose elements are 
denoted by finite, possibly empty, sequences (x,, . . . , xn) with xi E X, for 
iE{l,..., n}. The identity, i.e. the empty sequence, of X* is denoted by 1. Let 
G be the free group on M\(u) and regard its elements as congruence classes 
[x1,. . . 3 xn] of elements (x,, . . . , xn) of X* (see [17]). With the convention that 
d = a, for a E M\{ u}, we have [x, , . , x,1-’ = [X,, . . . , X,]. Also, for w E X*, 
we write r(w) for the unique reduced word in [IV]. 
For wEX*, we define a subset M, of M as follows. First, M, = E. Let 
a E M\(u); for w = (a), put 
M, = EaE 
and for w = (a), put 
M, = U {baEbEab: b E T(a)} , 
where 
T(a) = {b E M: ab,ba E E} . 
NOW, for w = (x1, . . . , x,,) in X*\(l), we put 
M, = M,,M,, . . . M x, . 
The following results are given in [5]. 
Lemma 1.10. For each w E X* and each a E M\(u), 
(1) EM, = M,E = M,, 
(2) MCOjMC,-) C E and MCzjMC,) C E, 
(3) M, C M,,,,. q 
Next, for g E G we define M, to be M,,,, , where w E X* and g = [w]. 
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Now, define a (small) category 3X whose set of objects is G and, for g,h E G, 
Mor(g, h) = {(g, S, h): s E Mg-LA} , 
with composition law given by 
(g, s, h) + (k t, k) = (8, st, k) . 
Lemma 1.11 [5]. The category .7L is connected, idempotent and commutative. 0 
We define an action of G on X as follows: the multiplication in G gives an 
action of G on Obj X and, for (h, s, k) E Mor(h, k), we put 
g(h, s, k) = (gk s, gk) 
Let e be the identity of G. 
Theorem 1.12 [5]. Zf M is an E-dense monoid, then the category X is connected, 
idempotent and commutative, the group G acts on X transitively and fixpoint 
freely. The monoid 
C, = {((e, s, s>, g>: (e, s, d EMor(e, d> 
is an E-unitary dense cover of M, with covering homomorphism 13 given by 
((e, s, g), s>e =s . 0 
2. Proper left type-A categories 
In this section, we show that the left proper E-dense monoids, that is, the 
proper E-dense left type-A monoids, are exactly the ones that can be obtained 
from a connected proper left type-A category and a group acting on it transitively 
and fixpoint freely. 
In what follows, % is always a (small) category and G is a group acting on % 
transitively and fixpoint freely. 
Definition 2.1. On the partial semigroup Mor %, we define the relation %!* as 
follows, for all p, q E Mor %‘, 
(P, q)ES2* e [(Vs,tEMor%)s+p=t+p~s+q=t+q]. 
Here we make the convention that writing s + p = t + p implies that both s + p 
and t + p exist. 
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The next results are easy to check. Let p,q E Mor Ce. 
2.2. Zf(p, q)E%* andpEMor(u,-), then qEMor(u,-). 0 
2.3. If p is an idempotent, i.e. p = p + p, and p E Mor(u, u), then u = v. Cl 
2.4. As in Lemma 1.2, if p is an idempotent, then 
2.5. $3 * is a left congruence on Mor %Y. Cl 
Definition 2.6. A category (e is said to be left abundant if each ?4! *-class of Mor % 
has at least one idempotent. 
Note. If a category % is both left abundant and idempotent commutative, then 
each %! *-class, [p], contains a unique idempotent, p+. In fact, if p, q are 
idempotents %*-related, then, by results 2.2 and 2.3, we must have p,q E 
Mor(u,u), for some u E Obj %?. Also, from p + p = 0, + p it follows that p + q = 
0, + q. Similarly, q + p =p and, Mor(u, u) being a semilattice, p = q. We also 
conclude that an idempotent in Mor ie is always of the form p+. 
Definition 2.7. A category % is said to be left type-A if it is left abundant, 
idempotent, commutative and it satisfies the following condition, for all idem- 
potents p+ and morphisms q, 
whenever either of these two elements exist. 
Definition 2.8. A category % is said to be (left) proper if, for all u,u E Obj Ce, each 
9 *-class contains at most one element of Mor(u, u). 
Lemma 2.9. Let % be a left abundant, idempotent and commutative category. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) 9 is proper, 
(b) for all u,u E Obj % and p,q EMor(u, u), if p+ = q+ then p = q. 
Proof. (a) j (b) Let %Y be proper and p,q E Mor(u, u) be such that p+ = qt. Then 
p%!*p’=q’9*qandsop=q. 
(b)~(a)Letp,qEMor(u,u)besuchthat(p,q)E~*.Thenp+=q+and,by 
(b), P = q. 0 
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A category % is said to be inverse if it is idempotent, commutative and, for each 
p E Mor %, there exists (a unique) 9 E Mor % such that p = p + q + p. 
In the partial semigroup Mor % of a category Y?, we define Green’s relations P7? 
and 2 as usual. 
Notice that any inverse category % is proper since, in Mor Ce, we have 
%! * = 3 c 2 and each $-class contains at most one element of Mor(u, u), for all 
u,u E Obj % [9, 3.41. 
Lemma 2.10. Let % be a left abundant, idempotent and commutative category. 
Then, for all p,q E Mor %, (p + q)’ = (p + q+)+. Also, for all g E G, (gp)’ = 
gp+. 
Proof. As in the case of monoids, the first part is equivalent to the fact that 2X * is 
a left congruence. To prove the second part, let g E G and p,r,s E Mor %. Then 
r+gp=s+gp 
e g-‘(r + gp) = g-‘(s + gp) 
@ g-‘r+p=g-‘s+p 
G g-‘r+p+=g-‘s+p+ 
e g(g-‘r+p+)=g(g-‘s+p+) 
e r+gp+=s+gp+. 
Hence, (gp+, gp) E 3 *. Also gp+ + gp’ = g(p’ + p’) = gp+. Therefore, gp’ is 
the unique idempotent %*-related with gp, i.e. gp+ = (gp)+, as required. 0 
Proposition 2.11. Let % be a connected left type-A category and G a group acting 
transitively and fixpoint freely on %. Let u E Obj %. Then C, is an E-dense left 
type-A monoid. Also, if 5% is proper, then so is C,,. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1, the monoid C, is dense. It is easy to check that 
E(C,,) = {(p, 1): p E Mor(u, u>> . 
To prove that C,, is left abundant, let (p, g) be an arbitrary element of C,. Then 
p E Mor(u, gu) and p+ E Mor(u, u). We show that the idempotent (p’, 1) is 
%*-related with (p, g). Let (q, h),(r, k)E C,,. Then 
(4, h)(p, g> = (r, k)( P, g) 
G (q+hp,hg)=(r+kp,kg) 
e h=k, q+hp=r+kp 
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e h=k, h-‘q +p = h-‘r +p 
e h=k, h-‘q+p+ =h-‘r+p+ 
@ h=k, q+hp+=r+hp+ 
e (q, h)(p+, 1) = (r, k)(p+, 1). 
Therefore, C,, is left abundant and, since E(C,,) =Mor(u, u) is a semilattice, 
(p, g)’ = (p+, 1). To prove that C, satisfies the condition (A), of the definition of 
left type-A monoid, let (q, h) E C,, and (p, 1) E E(C,). Then, by condition (A) 
of Definition 2.7, 
((4, h)(p, lN+(q, h) 
= (9 + hp, h)+(q> h) = ((4 + W+> l)(q, h) 
= ((4 + hp)+ + 9, h) = (4 + hp, h) 
= (9, h)(p, 1) 7 
since, p being an idempotent so is hp. 
Finally, suppose that % is proper. Let (p, g),(q, h) E C, be such that 
Then (p, g)’ = (q, h)+. Also, for some idempotent (r, l), we have 
Thus 
(~3 1X P, g) = (r, l)(q, h) . 
(P’> 1) = (4+, 1) and (r+p,g)=(r+q,h). 
Hence p + = q+ and g = h. Then p,q E Mor(u, gu) and (p, q) E %!*. By Lemma 
2.9, it follows that p = q. So, (p, q) = (q, h) and C, is proper. 0 
We can now state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.12. Let M be a monoid such that E(M) is a semilattice. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(Cl) M is a left (type-A) proper E-dense monoid, 
(C2) M= C, (= q/G), h w ere u is an arbitrary object of a connected proper left 
type-A category Ce and G is a group acting transitively and jixpoint freely on %. 
Before proving this theorem, we need to recall the definition of the derived 
category of a morphism. Let @J : M + G be a morphism of monoids. Let 9 be the 
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(small) category defined by: Obj 9 = G; for U,U E G, Mor(u, V) = {(u, m, V) E 
G x A4 x G: u(m@) = u} and composition is given by (~1, m, u) + (u, IZ, w) = 
(u, mn, u). The category 9 is called the derived category of @. Notice that 
0, = (u, 1, u). If G is a group, since Obj 9 = G, the multiplication of G defines 
an action of G on Obj 9. We define, for g E G and (u, m, u) ~Mor(u, u), 
g(u, m, u) = (gu, m, gu) and obtain a transitive fixpoint free action of G over 9. 
Also, M = 9/G (see [9, 3.121). 
Proof of Theorem 2.12. In view of Proposition 2.11, it remains to show that 
(Cl)+ (C2). Let M be a left type-A proper E-dense monoid. By Lemma 1.6, 
MI(T is a group. Let G = Mla- and @ : M ++ Mla, a ++ aa, be the canonical 
epimorphism associated with the congruence cr. Let 9 be the derived category of 
@. With the above definitions, G acts on 9 transitively and fixpoint freely and 
M = 9/G. By [9, 3.131, 9 is connected, idempotent and commutative and 
E(M) =Mor(g, g) = {(g, e, g): eE E(M)}, for every gE G. Also, by [9, 3.111, 
forafixeduEObj9, we havegdlG=D,={(p,g):pEMor(u,gu)}. 
We now prove that 9 is left abundant, satisfies condition (A) of Definition 2.7 
and is proper. Let U,U E Obj 9 = G and p = (u, m, u) be a morphism from u into 
u. Then u(m@) = u. Let m+ be the unique idempotent ?j? *-related with m in the 
monoid M. Since (T is a group congruence and m+ E E(M), we have mf@ = 
m*v = 1 E G. Hence u(m’@) = u and (u, m+, u) is an idempotent in Mor(u, u). 
Next, let (w, n, u), (w’, IZ’, u) E Mor(-, u). Then, M being left type-A, we have 
(w, n, u) + (u, m, u) = (w’, n’, u) + (u, m, u) 
e (w, nm, u) = (w’, n’m, u) 
e w=w’, nm=n’m 
G w=w’, nm+=n’m+ 
e (w, nm+, u) = (w’, n’m+, ~4) 
e (w, II, u) + (u, m+, u) = (w’, n’, u) + (u, m+, u) . 
Therefore, the idempotent (u, m+, U) is %! *-related with (u, m, u) and, 9 being 
idempotent and commutative, (u, m, u)’ = (u, m+, u). 
It is a routine matter to verify that, for all (u, m, u) E Mor Ce and all idem- 
potents (u, e, u), 
(u, m, u) + (u, e, u> = ((u, m, u) + (u, e, u>>+ + (4 m, u> . 
Finally, we show that 9 is proper. Suppose that (u, m, u) and (u, n, u) are 
%!*-related morphisms of Mor(u, u). Then 
( u, m+, u) = (u, m, u)’ = (u, n, u)’ = (u, n+, u) 
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and so rn+ = nf, i.e., (m, n) E %*. On the other hand, we have u(m@) = 
u = I, in the group G = M/a. Hence m@ = n@, i.e. mu = nu. Therefore, 
(m, n) E %* n u. Since M is proper, %* n u = L and so m = n. Hence (u, m, u) 
= (u, n, u) and the category 9 is proper, as required. 0 
From [9, 3.151, it follows that if M is a left type-A monoid, then M is E-unitary 
dense if and only if M is an extension of a group by a semilattice, i.e. there exists a 
group G and an epimorphism @ : M--w G such that l@ -’ = E(M). In our case, 
for left type-A monoids, we can prove the following. 
Theorem 2.13. Let M be a left type-A monoid. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(Cl) M is proper and E-dense, 
(C2) there exists an epimorphism @ : M + G, from M onto a group G, such 
that 1W’ = E(M) and @ is injective on 5% *-classes. 
Proof. Suppose that (Cl) holds. Then, by Lemma 1.6, G = Mlais a group. Also, 
as M is proper it is E-unitary and, therefore, the identity of G is exactly E(M), 
i.e. the canonical epimorphism @ : M ++ G, a -aa is such that I@-’ = E(M). 
Now, let a,b E M be such that (a, b) E 3 * and a@ = b@. Then (a, b) E $4 * fl u 
and, M being proper, a = b. 
Conversely, let us assume (C2). Then, by [9, 3.151, M is E-dense. To see that it 
is proper, suppose that a,b E M are such that (a, b) E $Y?_ * n u. Thus (a, b) E u 
and u being, by Lemma 1.6, the least group congruence on M, we have a@ = b@, 
for G is a group. Hence (a, b) E S?* and a@ = b@. But, by hypothesis, @ is 
injective on 3 *-classes, so a = b and the monoid M is proper. 0 
3. Proper E-dense McAlister monoids 
From Theorem 1.7, we know that any left proper E-dense monoid M is 
isomorphic to a McAlister monoid over a group. On the other hand, it follows 
from Theorem 2.12, that M is isomorphic to a monoid V/G. By introducing a new 
equivalence relation -, on Mor %Y, we show that it is possible, starting with %? and 
G, to obtain a rather nice representation for M as a McAlister monoid. 
In what follows, %’ is a left abundant idempotent commutative (small) category. 
Definition 3.1. On Mor %, we define a relation I as follows, for all p,q E Mor %, 
p<q e (!laEMor%‘) such thatp+=a’, a+q+=a. 
Notice that this is equivalent to saying that 
plq G (3aEMor%)suchthatp+%*aaI,q+. 
14 J. Fountain, G.M.S. Gomes 
It is helpful to visualize p 5 q by means of the following diagram: 
+- 4 u=u+q+ 
P --u 
l-7 
4+ 
P 4 
Lemma 3.2. The relation I is a preorder on Mor G!?. 
Proof. To show that I is reflexive, let p E Mor % and a = p+. Thus a+ = ( p’)’ = 
p+anda+p+=p’+p+= p+. Hence p 5 p. Now, to prove the transitivity of I, 
let p,q,r E Mor % be such that p 5 q and q 5 r. There exist a,b E Mor % such that 
p+%*a~~~q’%*bb~r’. Then, a=a+q+ and (a+q’,a+b)E%!*. Thus 
p+ 3 * a + b sr. b sy r+. Hence p I r and I is a preorder on Mor %. 0 
Definition 3.3. On Mor %‘, we define a relation - by, for all p,q E Mor %, 
p-q ifandonlyif psqandqlp. 
It is clear that the following lemma holds. 
Lemma 3.4. On Mor %, the relation - is an equivalence. 
Proposition 3.5. If % is an inverse category, then the equivalence relation - 
coincides with Green’s relation 8. 
Proof. Suppose that % is inverse. Let p,q E Mor % be such that p - q. Then 
p 5 q and there exists a E Mor Ce such that p+ 94 * a I$, q+. Since % is inverse, 
% * = ?Z!, each element b E Mor %? has an unique inverse b and b’ = b + b. 
Therefore, p 2 a sy q and hence p sB q. Thus JP 5 J,- = J,. Similarly, J4 9 JP. 
Hence (p, q) E 2 and we have - G 8. 
Conversely, suppose that (p, q) E 8. Then, there exist morphisms x,y such 
that 
p=x+q+y=p+p+x+q+q+q+y. 
so, 
PC%! p+p+x+q+q5ipq+q, 
that is, p 5 q. 
Similarly, q 5 p. Thus, p - q and - = 9, as desired. 0 
In view of this last proposition, it is easy to see that Theorem 4.2 of [9], for 
inverse categories, is a consequence of our Theorem 3.16. 
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Definition 3.6. Let Z? be the set of all --classes on Mor %. On 2 we define a 
relation I by, for all A,,A, E 2E, 
A,sA, e p<q. 
The following lemma is well known and straightforward to prove. 
Lemma 3.7. The relation 5 is well defined and it is a partial order on 2. 0 
Next we present a series of lemmas that lead to the construction of a McAlister 
monoid isomorphic to Y/G, where 55’ is a proper left type-A connected category 
and G is a group acting on % transitively and fixpoint freely. 
In what follows, (e and G satisfy the conditions above. The following lemma is 
clear from the definition of 1. 
Lemma 3.8. For all p E Mor Ce, 
(a) P+EA,, 
(b) RZLA,, thatis, %!*c--. 0 
Lemma 3.9. The action of G on % respects the preorder I and the equivalence 
relation -, on Mor %‘. 
Proof. Let p,q E Mor (e be such that p 5 q. Let g E G. There exists a E Mor %‘, 
such that p+ = a+ and a + qf = a. Then gp’ = ga+ and g(a + q’) = ga. Hence, 
by Lemma 2.10, (gp)’ = (ga)’ and ga + (gp)’ = ga. So, gp I gq and 5 respects 
the action of G on %. By considering the definition of -, it is clear that - respects 
that action too. Cl 
Definition 3.10. Let l be the operation defined by: 
.:GX%-2, (8, A,)-gAp = A,, . 
Lemma 3.11. The operation l defines an action (on the left) of the group G on the 
partially ordered set 2. 
Proof. First, notice that if A,,A, E 22 are such that A, 5 A, and gE G, then 
p I q, and, by the previous lemma, gp 5 gp. Thus A,, 5 A,,. 
Now, the operation l defines a map on 2, for if A, = A,, then, by the above 
remark, A,, = Agq, that is, gA, = gA,. 
Next, let g,h E G and A, E 2. Then 
(gh)A, = ACg,zjp = AgChpj = g4, = #A,). 
Also, 1 A, = A Ip = A, and we conclude that l defines an action of G on S?. 0 
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Lemma 3.12. Zf u E Obj %, g E G, p E Mor(u, gu) and q E Mor(u, u), then 
A, A A,, = *p+gq = *(p+gq)+ . 
Proof. That AP+R4 = AcP+R4j+ follows from Lemma 3.8. To show that A, A A,, 
exists and coincides with AP+KY, we start by proving that 
A P+&!Y 9 4 and AP+RY 5 A,, . 
First notice that, p + gq 5 p, for if we take a = (p + gq)+ we obtain (p + gq)+ = 
u+ and, in Mor(u, u), we have 
a + P+ = (P + gq)+ + P+ = ((P + gq)’ + P’)’ 
= (p’ + (P + gq)+)+ = (P’ + P + gq)’ 
=(P+gq)+ 
Secondly, to prove p + gq I gq, let a = p + gq. Then u+ = (p + gq)’ and a + 
(gq)’ = p + gq = a, since q is an idempotent and hence so is gq. 
Now, let A,E%be such that A,sA, andA,sA,,. Then rip and rlgq. 
There exist u,b E Mor % such that 
r+ =u++b+, u+p+=u, b + (gq)+ = b 
We have rEMor(u, w), for some u,w E Obj %. Let us look at the following 
diagram: 
r+=a+=h’ 
We aim to prove A, 5 A,,,, and so A, A A,, = A,,,,. To show that r 5 p + gq, 
we start by noticing that 
(u+p)+=(u+p+)+=u+=b+, 
where a + p,b E Mor(u, gu). Since % is proper, by Lemma 2.9, we have a + p = 
b. Next 
(a + (P + gq)+)+ = (u + P + ss>+ = (b + gq)+ 
= (b + (gq)+)+ = b+ = u+ , 
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and both a + ( p + gq)+ and a are in Mor(u, u). Again, % being proper, a = 
a + (P + ss)‘. 
Finally, recalling that r+ = a+, . It follows that r < p + gq. Thus A, 5 AP+R4, as 
required. q 
Definition 3.13. Let u be a fixed object on %’ and 
9={AE%:AnMor(u,u)#O}. 
Lemma 3.14. The subset 91 of % is a subsemilattice of 28 with greatest element 
F = A,,<,. 
Proof. Let A and A’ belong to ??. There exist p,q E Mor(u, u) such that A = A, 
and A’ = A,. By Lemma 3.12, A, A A, exists in 2 and it coincides with A,,,. 
Since p + q E Mor(u, u), A, A A, E 3 and 9 is subsemilattice of 2. 
To prove that A,,,, is the greatest element of 9. Let A,, E 9, with p E 
Mor(u,u).Thenp~0,for,takinga=pwehavep~=a’anda+0~=a+O0,= 
a. Hence A, 5 A,, . 0 u 
It follows, from Theorem 1.7 and Lemmas 3.11 and 3.14, that the following 
lemma holds. 
Lemma 3.15. The set 
with multiplication given by the rule 
(A> g)(B, h) = (A A gB, gh) 
is a left proper E-dense monoid with semilattice of idempotents isomorphic to 91. 
0 
We are now in a position to state our main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 3.16. Let 52 be a connected proper left type-A category and G a group 
acting on % transitively and fixpoint freely. Then the monoid CeiG is a left proper 
E-dense monoid, which is isomorphic to the McAlister monoid M = M(G, 2?, ?!I), 
where 2Z is the set of --classes on Mor Ce, ?V is the set of all the --classes that 
intersect Mor(u, u), for a fixed object u in Ye, and ?!I-- E(%IG). 
Proof. Let u be a fixed object in %‘. By [9, 3.111, %/G is isomorphic to C, and, by 
Proposition 2.11, C, is a left proper E-dense monoid. On the other hand, 
?!/ 2: E(M), by Lemma 3.15. 
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It remains to prove that C, is isomorphic to M(G, Z’, 9). Define 
TP : C,+ M(G, Z, 9) by specifying (p, s>*(Ap, g) . 
If (p, g) E C,, then p E Mor(u, gu) and p+ E Mor(u, u). Also, by Lemma 3.8, 
p+ E A,. Thus (A,, g) E 9 x G. Now, A, 5 gF = gAou = Agou = AOgu, because 
p SO,,. In fact, let a =p. Then p+ = a+ and, as p EMor(u, gu), a + OiU = 
a + 0,U = a. To finish proving that (A,, g) E M(G, S, ?I/>, let A, E 9 with q E 
Mor(u, u). By Lemma 3.12, in Z? we have, 
A, A 64, = &+gq,+ 3 
where (p + gq)’ EMor(u, u) and, so A,, A gA, E 9. Therefore, if (p, g) E C, 
then (A,, g) E M(G, 2, ?!I), that is Yf is a map. 
To show that W is injective, let (p, g),(q,h) E C, be such that (A,, g) = 
(A,, h). Then g = h and p,q E Mor(u, gu). Also, from A, = A, it follows that 
there exists a E Mor % such that 
p+ =u+ ) u+q+=a. 
Then, a E Mor(u, U) and 
p+=a+=(u+q+)+=(u++q+)+=(p++q+)+=p++q+. 
Similarly, q+ = q+ + p+, in the semilattice Mor(u, u). Hence p+ = q+. But as 
p,q E Mor(u, gu) and % is proper, we must have p = q. Thus (p, g) = (q, h) and 
?P is injective. 
To prove that F is onto, let (A,, g) E M(G, 2, ?I), with p E Mor(u, u). Then 
A, 5 gF = gAou 
and a + Ofi= = 
= AORu and so p I O,,. There exists a E Mor Ce such that p’ = uf 
a. Therefore, a E Mor(u, gu). Hence (a, g) E C,. Now, by Lemma 
3.8, 
(a> g>W =(Aa, g> = (A,+> d = VP+, g> = (A,,, g> > 
and W is onto. 
Finally, it remains to show that W is a morphism. Suppose that (p, g), 
(q, h) E C,. Then 
(( ~1 g)(q, h)P’ = (P + gqt gh)p = (Ap+gq, gh) , 
where p E Mor(u, gu) and q E Mor(u, hu). On the other hand, 
(p, g)T(q, h)lZ’= (A,, g)(A,, h) = (AI, A gA,y gh). 
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As q E Mor(u, go), then q+ E Mor(u, U) and, by Lemma 3.8, A, = A,+. Now, by 
Lemma 3.12, 
A, A gA, = A, A gA,+ = Ap+gq+. 
Also, by Lemma 2.10, gq’ = (gq)+ and, %? * being left compatible, 
(P+g%P+(gq)+)Eg*. 
Now, by Lemma 3.8, %?* C - and, so p + gq -p + gq’, that is, AP+R4+ = Ap+gy 
as required. 0 
4. Semidirect products of a semilattice by a group 
In this section we study %! *-ideals on a left type-A category. In particular, by 
making use of the results obtained in Section 3 for the equivalence relation -, we 
analyse the nature of the principal 2 *-ideals. Then, we are able to prove that 
every left proper E-dense monoid is, up to an isomorphism, a subsemigroup T of 
a, semidirect product, S = 9 * G, of a semilattice 2 by a group G such that 
C.$ij*Tc CBS. 
In what follows % is a (small) category. 
Definition 4.1. A subset I of Mor % is said to be an %! *-left ideal of Mor % if 
(a) Z is a left ideal of Mor %, that is, for all p E I and q E Mor %, q + p E I, 
whenever q + p exists; 
(b) Z is closed under 9 *, that is R; C I, for all p E I. 
It is clear that the intersection of a family of 9? *-left ideals is still an 5? *-left 
ideal (possibly empty). If p E Mor %, there exists the least %! *-left ideal of Mor % 
that contains p, denoted by A*(p), which is exactly the intersection of all %! *-left 
ideals that contain p. 
Lemma 4.2. If % is a left abundant idempotent commutative category and p,q E 
Mor %, then q E A*(p) if and only if there exists a morphism x such that 
q+ =(x+p)+. 
Proof. Let p E Mor % and define 
B={qEMor%: qf= (x+p)+, for some xEMor %}. 
We show that B = A*(p), that is, B is the least 9. *-left ideal that contains p. To 
see that p E B, take x = p+. Now, suppose that q E B and r E Mor % is such that 
r + q exists. For some x E Mor %, we have q+ = (x + p)‘. Then, by Lemma 2.10, 
(r+q)+=(r+q+)+=(r+(x+p)+)+=(r+x+p)+ and so r+qEB. 
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Next, suppose that q E B and (Y, q) E %! *. Then rf = q+. Since q E B, there 
exists x E Mor Ce such that q+ = (x + p)‘. Thus, r+ = q+ = (x + p)’ and so r E B. 
Therefore, B is closed under % *. 
Finally, let I be an %*-left ideal that contains p and q E B. Again, q+ = 
(x + p)’ for some morphism x and, as (X + p)’ E I, we have q E I. Hence B c I, 
as required. 0 
Lemma 4.3. If 92 is a left type-A category and p E Mor %, then A*(p) is the 
smallest ideal, closed under 3 *, that contains p. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that A*(p) is a right ideal. Let q E A*(p) and 
r E Mor % be such that that q + r exists. Then, by Lemma 4.2, there exists 
xEMor % such that q+ = (x + p)‘. Since Ce is a left type-A category, we have 
(q + r)+ = (q + r+)+ = ((q + r+)+ + q)+ 
= ((q + r)’ + q’)’ = (q + r)+ + q+ 
=(q+r)++(x+p)+=((q+r)++X+p)+ 
=(((q+r)++x)+p)+ 
and so q + r E B, as required. 0 
If %’ is a left type-A category, the %*-ideals A*(p), with p E Mor %, are called 
2 *-principal ideals. 
The next corollary shows how Theorem 4.4 of [9], for inverse categories, 
becomes a consequence of our Theorem 4.9. 
Corollary 4.4. If Ce is an inverse category and p E Mor %?, then A*(p) is the ideal 
generated by p. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.3, it remains to prove that, if % is inverse then every 
ideal Z is closed under %! *. In this case, %! * = P?. Let p,q be morphisms such that 
p E I and (p, q) E 3. Then, there exists r E Mor %, such that p = q + r and, Z 
being an ideal, q E I. 0 
The next couple of lemmas relate %! *-ideals with the equivalence relation -, 
on Mor Y. 
Lemma 4.5. Zf % is a left abundant idempotent commutative category and p,q E 
Mor %. then 
A,< A, e A*(q)c A*(p). 
Proof. Let p,q E Mor % and suppose that A, 5 A,, that is, q 5 p. Then, there 
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exists a E Mor % such that q+ = a+ and a + pf = a. Thus q+ = a+ = (a + p’)’ = 
(a +p)+, hence qEA*(p). Therefore, A*(q)CA*(p). 
Conversely, suppose that A*(q) c A*(p). Then q E A*(p) and, by Lemma 
4.2, there exists x E Mor % such that q* = (x +p)‘. Thus q+ = (x + p)’ = 
(x+p+)+ and (x+p+)+p+=x+p+. So, q5p andA,sA,, asrequired. 0 
Lemma 4.6. If % is a left abundant idempotent commutative category and p,q E 
Mor %. then 
A, = A, CJ A*(p) = A*(q). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.5. 0 
In the remainder of this section, % denotes a connected proper left type-A 
category and G a group acting on % transitively and fixpoint freely. 
The set of ,$ all 6% *-ideals of Mor % forms a semilattice, under intersection, 
with zero element 0. 
Given I E 2 and g E G, we denote by gl the set of all morphisms gp such that 
p E I. 
Lemma 4.7. The law G x ,$ + 2, (g, I) I-+ gI defines a (left) action of the group G 
on the semilattice $?. 
Proof. Let g E G and Z E 2. Let p E I and q E Mor (e be such that q + gp exists. 
Then g-‘q + p exists and it belongs to the ideal I. Hence 
Similarly, if gp + q exists then it belongs to gZ. Now, assume that (q, gp) E 92 *. 
Thus q+ = (gp)’ = gp’ and so g-‘q+ = p+, i.e., (g-‘q)+ = p+. Therefore, 
(g-‘q, p) E 92 * and Z being closed under %? *, we have g-‘q E I. So, g( g-‘q) = 
q E gl. We conclude that gZ is indeed in 2. 
To prove that the law (g, Z) H gZ defines an action of G over ,$, we need to 
verify conditions (l), (2) and (3) of Definition 1.8. It is clear that (2) and (3) 
hold. To prove (l), let Z,J E9 and gE G. Obviously, g(Z fl .Z) c gZ fl g.Z. Let 
rEgZr7g.Z. There existpEZand qE.Zsuch that r=gp=gq. Theng-‘(gp)= 
g-‘(gq), in Mar%, and so p=qEZnJ. Hence rEg(Zn.Z) and we have 
g(Z n J) c gZ n g.Z, as required. 0 
Lemma 4.8. Let u be a fixed object of % and g,h E G. Zf p E Mor(u, gu) and 
q E Mor(u, hu), then 
A*( P + gq) = A*( P) n gA*(q) . 
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Proof. First notice that, since p E A*(p) and gq E gA*( q), we have p + gq E 
A*(p) II gA*( q), for A*(p) and gA*( q) are ideals. Hence 
A*( P + gq) !Z A*( P) n gA”(q) . 
On the other hand, by Lemmas 3.8 and 3.12, it follows that 
A,, A A,, = A, A A,,+ = AP+Rq+ = A,,tSY 
Let r~ A*(p) f’gA”(q). Then A*(r) L A”(p) and, by Lemma 4.5, A, 5 A,. 
Also, r = gt for some t E A”(q). Thus A:k(t) c A*(q) and A, I A,. By Lemma 
3.10, gA, 5 gA,, that is A,, 5 A,?,. Therefore, 
A, 5 A,, A A,, = A,,+gr, . 
Again, by Lemma 4.5, 
A*(r) c A”( p + gq) . 
Hence 
as required. Cl 
Theorem 4.9. Let % be a connected proper left type-A category and G a group 
acting on % transitively and fixpoint freely. Then the proper E-dense left type-A 
monoid %lG is isomorphic to a subsemigroup T of the semidirect product 
S = 2 * G, such that % f c 2s. The semilattice 9 is formed by all 3 *-ideals of 
Mor (e. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 2.11 and of Lemma 4.7, it remains to prove that for 
a fixed object u of %, the monoid C, can be embedded in $ * G, in such a way 
that the %*-relation is respected. 
By Lemma 4.3, we can consider the map 
cp : C,,+cF* G > (~3 g)++(A*(p), g). 
To prove that cp is injective, let (p, g),( q, h) E C,, be such that(A*(p), g) = 
(A*(q), h). Then A”(p) = A*(q) and g = h. By Lemma 4.6, it follows that 
A, = A,. Then p - q and there exist morphisms a,b such that 
p+=a+, a+q+=a, q+=b+, b+p+=b. 
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Also, from g = h, we have p,q E Mor(u, gu). Therefore, a,b are elements of the 
semilattice Mor(u, u). Then p+ = a+ = a = a + qt = p+ + q+. Similarly, q+ = 
q+ +p+ and, so p+ = q+. Finally, as ‘% is proper and p, q are ?iZ *-related 
morphisms from u into gu, we obtain p = q. Thus (p, g) = (q, h) and cp is 
injective. 
To show that cp is a morphism, let (p, g),( q, h) E C,. Then p E Mor(u, gu) and 
q E Mor(u, hu). Now, 
((P, g)(q> h))cp = (P + gq, gh)cp = (A*(p + gq), gh) 
and, by Lemma 4.8, 
(A*(P + gq), gh) = (A*(p)ngA*(q), gh) 
= (A*(P), g)(A”(q), h) 
= (~7 g)q(q, h)rp 
Finally, suppose that (p, g),(q, h) E C, are %*-related. Then (p, g)’ = 
(q, h)‘, that is, by Proposition 2.11, (p’, 1) = (q’, 1). Therefore, p’ = q+. By 
Lemma 3.8, A, = A, and so, by Lemma 4.6, A*(p) = A*(q). Then, in the 
semidirect product 2 * G, by Proposition 1.9, we have (A*(p), g) 3 (A*(q), h). 
Hence ((P, g)cp,(q, h)cp) E 9.s. 
By taking T = Im cp, we obtain C,, = T and T is a subsemigroup of 2 * G such 
that %il*,~!Z$. 0 
Theorem 4.10. If T is an E-dense left type-A monoid, then the following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(a) T is proper, 
(b) T is (up to an isomorphism) a subsemigroup of a semidirect product 
S = 2 * G, where G is a group acting on semiluttice 8, such that %! G c 3,s. 
Proof. That (a) 3 (b) follows from Theorems 2.12 and 4.9. 
To prove that (b)+(a), let (a, g),(b, h) E T be such ((a, g),(b, h)) E 
$3 F fl or. Then, by (b), ((a, g),(b, h)) E %!s and, from Proposition 1.9, we obtain 
a = 6. On the other hand, as T is a subsemigroup of S, we have or C cs. Hence, 
again by Proposition 1.9, we must have g = h. Thus (a, g) = (b, h) and T is 
proper, as required. 0 
We finish this section with the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.11. If M is a left type-A monoid, @ : M+ G is un epimorphism onto 
a group G such that l@ -’ = E(M) and @ is injective on the 92 *-classes, then M 
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can be embedded in a semidirect product 9 * G, where $ is the semilattice of all 
22 *-ideals of the derived category of @. 
Proof. It follows, from Theorem 2.13, that M is proper and E-dense. Also, by [9, 
3.121, the monoid M is isomorphic to V/G, where % is the derived category of @ 
and G acts on % transitively and fixpoint freely. Now, as in the proof of Theorem 
2.12, we can show that %Y is connected, proper and left type-A. Then, by Theorem 
4.9, the monoid %‘IG can be embedded in 2 * G, where &t is the semilattice of all 
% *-ideals of the derived category Ce of @. 0 
5. Left proper E-dense covers 
If M is a left type-A monoid, from [2] and [14], we know that M admits a 
proper cover P, such that the covering homomorphism 13 satisfies (a0)’ = afO, for 
all a E P,. On the other hand, if M is an E-dense monoid, then, from [5], it 
follows that M has an E-unitary dense cover P2. However, in general, we do not 
have that P, is left type-A or that P, is proper. In this section, we analyse the 
proof in [5] and show that when applied to an E-dense left type-A monoid M, it 
does give a left proper E-dense cover. 
We shall assume a good knowledge of the category X and of the group G, 
presented in Theorem 1.12, for an E-dense left type-A monoid. 
Lemma 5.1. The category YC is left type-A. 
Proof. From Lemma 1.11, the category X is idempotent and commutative. Let 
(g, s, h) E Mor( g, h), for some g,h E Obj ,7C = G. Now, sf E E(M) and so s+ E 
M,-I, = E, that is, (g, s+, g) E Mor( g, g). Clearly, 
(g, s+, s> + (g, s, h) = (8, s, h) . 
Suppose that (k, t, g),(f, U, g) E Mor X and 
(k,t,g)+(g,s,h)=(l,u,g)+(g,s,h). 
Then (k, ts, h) = (I, us, h), so k = 1 and ts = us. As (s, s+) E ?7i!* we obtain 
ts+ = us+. Thus 
(k, t, g) = (8, s+, g> =(1, u, g> + (g, s+, d . 
Hence, (g, s+, g) being an idempotent, by result 2.4, we have 
(g, s> h) 2 * (g, s+, g). Therefore, (g, s, h)+ = (g, s+, g). So, J7l is left abundant. 
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To prove condition (A) of Definition 2.7, let (g, s, h) E Mor( g, h) and 
(h, e, h) E Mor(h, h). Then, since M is left type-A, 
(8, s, h) + (k e, h) = (8, se, h) = (g, (se)+s, h) 
= (8, (se>+, d + (8, s, h) 
= (8, se, g>+ (8, s, h) 
= ((g, s, h) + (k 6 3)’ + (g, s, h) , 
and YC is left type-A, as required. q 
Lemma5.2. Foreach wEX*,ifs,tEM,and(s,t)E9i!**, thens=t. 
Proof. We use induction on the length, I(w), of w. For I(w) = 0, we have w = 1, 
so that M, = E. Then, if s,t E E are such that (s, t) E 91*, we must have s = t. 
Now, suppose that the lemma is true for all words of length less than I(w) and 
let w = (x1, . . . , x,), with nil. If s,tEM,, then s=s,...s, and t=t,...t,, 
where, for each i E { 1, . . . , n}, si,ti E M,,,, . Since (s, t) E 92 *, in M, we have 
(sl . . . s,_,s,f)+ = (s, . . . s,J,)+ = s+ = t+ 
= (t, * . . tJJ+ = (t, . . . t,_,t,+)+ . 
Thus, the elements s1 . . . s,_~s~, t, . . . t n_It,’ are 3 *-related and, by Lemma 
1.10(l), they are both in MCxl ,,,,. xn_,j. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, 
+ 
s1 . . . s,_,s, = t, . . . t,_,t,+ . 
If x, = a E M\(u), then MCxnJ = EaE and, so there exist idempotents e,f,e’,f’ 
in M such that s, = eaf and t, = e’af’. Hence s,’ = (eaf)’ = e(af)’ and t,’ = 
(e’af’)+ = e’(af’)‘. Thus 
S*“‘S,_, e(af)+ = t, . . . t,_le’(af’)+ 
and so 
S1”‘S,_, e(af)+a = t, . + * t_,e’(af’)+a . 
Since M is left type-A, it follows that 
i.e. 
s1 . . . S,-l eaf = t, . + . t_,e’af’ , 
s = s1 . . . s,_Is, = t, . . . t,_,t, = t 
as required. 
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We now consider the case x, = a, where a E M\(u). As s, ,t, E M,,,), we have 
s,, = hbk, t,, = h’b’k’, for some b,b’ E M with ab,ba,ab’,b’a E E, h E baE, k E 
Eab, h’ E b’aE and k’ E Eab’. Thus 
s,’ = (hbk)’ = (h(bk)‘)’ = h(bk)’ = bah(bk)’ = h(bk)‘ba 
and (bk)‘b = bk, since M is left type-A. So that s,’ = hbka = s,a. Similarly, 
t,’ = t,a and hence 
+ 
s, . . . s,_,s,,a = s1 . . . s,_,s, = t, . . f t,_,t,+ = t, . . . t,_,t,a 
Since (a, a+) E ?ii! *, we obtain s, . . . s,a+ = t, . . . t,,a+. But, as ab E E, we have 
k E Eab = abE and so ka’ = a’k = a+(abk) = abk = k, whence s,,a+ = hbka’ = 
hbk = s,. Similarly, t,a+ = t, and we have 
s = s1 . . . s,, = t, . . . t, = t 
as desired. This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Corollary 5.3. The category YC is proper. 
Proof. Let (g, s, h),( g, t, h) E Mor( g, h), be such that (g, s, h) 6%. * (g, t, h), that 
is, (g, s, h)’ = (g, t, h)+. Then we have (g, s+, g) = (g, t+, g). Hence s+ = t+. On 
the other hand, s E MRmIh and t E M,,,l,l. Then, by Lemma 5.2, s = t. Thus 
(g, s, h) = (g, t, h) and X is proper. 0 
The following corollary is now immediate from Lemma 5.1, Corollary 5.3, 
Theorem 1.12 and Proposition 2.11. 
Corollary 5.4. The monoid 
C, = {((e, s, g>, g>: (e, s, g> E Mor(e, 8)) 
is proper, E-dense and left type-A. 0 
Definition 5.5. Let M be a monoid. A cover T of M is said to be a +-cover of M if 
the covering homomorphism 8 : T+ M respects the 9 *-relation. 
When M and T are left type-A this is equivalent to saying that a+0 = (at3)‘, of 
all a E T. 
Finally, we present our last theorem. 
Theorem 5.6. Every E-dense left type-A monoid M has a proper E-dense left 
type-A +-cover. 
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Proof. In view of Corollary 5.4 and Theorem 1.12, it remains to prove that the 
covering homomorphism 
respects the 9? *-relation. Let ((e, S, g), g)~ C,. Then, by Proposition 2.11, 
((e, s, g), g)’ = (( e, S, g)‘, e) and, by Lemma 5.1, (e, s, g)’ = (e, s+, e). Hence 
((et s, s>, g>+e = ((e, s+, e),e>O = s+ = (((e, s, g), g)O)+ , 
as required. 0 
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